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Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMU907616
Barcode: 093046761622
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Choir of Clare College, Cambridge
Graham Ross [conductor]

Stabat Mater dolorosa

Choir of Clare College, Cambridge

Stabat Mater dolorosa plainchant, VICTORIA: O vos omnes, LASSUS: Tristis est anima mea 
O quam tristis et afflicta plainchant, TALLIS: In ieiunio et fletu, STAINER: God so loved the world, 
Quis est homo qui non fleret plainchant, GESUALDO: Caligaverunt oculi mei, 
Graham ROSS: Ut tecum lugeam*, Pro peccatis suae gentis plainchant, SANDERS: The Reproaches, 
Eia, Mater, fons amoris plainchant, LOTTI: Crucifixus a 8, Sancta Mater, istud agas plainchant, 
BACH: Er nahm alles wohl in acht BYRD: Ave verum corpus, Fac me tecum pie flere plainchant, 
TALLIS: Salvator Mundi I, BRUCKNER: Christus factus est, Virgo virginum praeclara plainchant, 
BYRD: Ne irascaris; Civitas sancti tui, Fac me plagis vulnerari plainchant 
ROSS: Precor te, Domine*, Christe, cum sit hinc exire plainchant, DURUFLE: Ubi caritas 
* world première recordings

The second disc from the choir of Clare College, Cambridge in their series based on the major festivals in the Anglican
calendar and, like 'Veni Emmanuel', produced by John Rutter. In this richly varied Passiontide sequence, polyphonic
settings of the great texts of Holy Week are interwoven with a plainchant rendition of the mournful 'Stabat Mater':  the
traditional medieval poem meditating on the death of Jesus and the grief of his mother.
Volume one reached the dizzy heights of the Specialist Classical Chart last November.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HMU907579 Veni Emmanuel 
"This is a marvellous programme of Music for Advent and it is executed superbly by the Clare College Choir. It’s obvious
that the standard built up during Timothy Brown’s long leadership, especially, has been fully maintained by Graham
Ross...We know John Rutter to be an expert composer. He’s a pretty dab hand with the recording equipment too, it
seems; the sound quality for this disc is excellent." MusicWeb International- November 2013

"a highly imaginative programme which combines a wide variety of pieces into a thoughtful whole. All showcased
superbly by the choir.”
Robert Hugill, Planet Hugill – December 2013



RELEASE DATE
10TH MARCH 2014

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMC902149
Barcode: 3149020214923
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Carolyn Sampson [soprano]
Cappella Amsterdam
Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir
Estonian National Symphony Orchestra
Daniel Reuss [conductor]

POULENC: Stabat Mater
Sept Répons des Ténèbres
Carolyn Sampson
Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir

Poulenc’s 'Stabat Mater', which he described as a ‘requiem without despair’, was written in 1950 following the death of
Christian Bérard who designed the sets for Cocteau’s films and plays and was a leading figure of 1940s Paris. This masterly
work, dedicated to the Virgin of Rocamadour, gives pride of place to the chorus and clearly shows its line of descent from
the French grands motets. On completing it, Poulenc wrote to Pierre Bernac: "It’s good, because it’s completely
authentic".
From the time of his pilgrimage to Rocamadour in 1936, Poulenc's religious output was filtered through his Catholic
interpretation of the world and his personal trajectory. The 'Stabat Mater' is no exception to this rule, in that it associates
the events and circumstances of his own life with the drama of the Gospels. It identifies the three figures of Christ, the Virgin
and the Faithful Disciple with biographical figures: Bérard, Poulenc, and the latter’s lover Lucien Roubert, whom he was to
refer to as ‘the secret’ of the 'Stabat Mater' and 'Dialogues des Carmélites'.
In December 1959 Leonard Bernstein commissioned a new work from Poulenc for the New York Philharmonic Orchestra.
He chose to write the 'Sept Répons des Ténèbres' (Seven Tenebrae Responses) for treble soloist, a chorus of boys’ and
men’s voices and symphony orchestra. The posthumous first performance took place on 11 April 1963 at Philharmonic
Hall (now Avery Fisher Hall) under the direction of Thomas Schippers. Poulenc had insisted on these all-male vocal
forces, but, 50 years after his death, it is important to allow for more widespread performance of this fascinating score
which has too long languished in the shadows.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HMG508394/95 Poulenc Figure humaine / Motets RIAS Kammerchor/Marcus Creed, Daniel Reuss [2CD]
“The RIAS-Kammerchor under Daniel Reuss perform with exemplary intonation and diction, investing their reading with
real passion.” Stephen Pettitt, The Sunday Times, 10 July 2005

Perf (4/5) ****, Rec (5/5) *****
“More riches, this marking the 50th anniversary of Poulenc’s passing. Technically expert singing from the RIAS choir,
immaculately tuned.” BBC Music Magazine – November 2013

ADVERTISED IN MARCH GRAMOPHONE
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Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMC902151
Barcode: 3149020215128
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Christiane Karg, 
Christina Landshamer [sopranos]
Michael Schade [tenor]
Chorus & orchestra of Bavarian Radio
Pablo Heras-Casado [conductor]

MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No.2 'Lobgesang'

Christiane Karg
Michael Schade
Pablo Heras-Casado

The 'Lobgesang' or Hymn of Praise, commissioned by the city of Leipzig from its Kapellmeister Mendelssohn to
commemorate the 400th anniversary of the invention of printing in 1840, has elements of all three categories. But, at the
opposite pole from Beethoven’s Ninth, we have here a symphonic miniature in three movements, intended to act as the
overture to the sung part of the work, which is twice as long. Thus this splendid ‘Symphony-Cantata’ expands into a
sweeping vocal and choral epic.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
HMC902154 Schubert Symphonies nos.3 & 4, Freiburger Barockorchester

“Uncork the fizz: this is Schubert as never heard in modern times. The symphonies were crying out for a period
makeover, but who could have expected the result – taut, texturally transparent, rhythmically alert – to sound so witty and
exciting? No one listening to this recording will ever want to return to traditional symphonic Schubert.” Andrew Clark,
Financial Times – 30th August 2013 5/5 *****

“Pablo Heras-Casado’s debut disc with Harmonia Mundi sees him draw thrillingly fizzing performances of two Schubert
symphonies …The requisite light touch is unfailingly present in both symphonies…The Third Symphony is a complete joy
from start to finish, twinkling with charm at every turn…The second movement is graceful and stately in its outer sections,
and the middle passage benefits from an excellent clarinet solo…The tarantella finale charges along irresistibly with a
dashing one-in-a-bar pulse. Dynamics and articulation are closely attended to…The movement romps to an exuberant
finish, closing a brilliantly exciting performance…Well worth a listen for its constant energy and infectious optimism.”
MusicWeb International- 23rd October 2013
 
CONCERTS:
9th March, wt Nicolai Lugansky, Royal Festival Hall, programme inc Mendelssohn
14th May wt LSO/Simovic, Barbican, Ravel, Prokofiev, Shostakovich 
 
Classical Music full page interview +cover
Michael Church interview tbc

ADVERTISED IN BBC MUSIC APRIL ISSUE
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Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: HMC902162
Barcode: 3149020216224
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Cuarteto Casals:
Abel Tomàs Realp [1st violin]
Vera Martínez Mehner [2nd violin]
Jonathan Brown [viola]
Arnau Tomàs Realp [cello]

HAYDN: Seven Last Words of Christ on the Cross Hob.XX:02
Die sieben letzten Worte unseres Erlösers am Kreuze
Cuarteto Casals

Haydn wrote his 'Seven Last Words' in 1786/87 for Good Friday devotions in Cádiz. Although the custom in Cádiz was to
perform an oratorio, Haydn's brief was in fact to write seven movements for orchestra alone, each creating a mood
inspired by one of the sayings attributed to the dying Christ. He chose to frame them with a further slow movement called
‘Introduzione’ and a concluding Presto entitled ‘Il Terremoto’, intended to depict the earthquake that occurred after
Christ’s death (Matthew 27:51).
This purely instrumental ‘oratorio’ consisting of seven contemplative slow movements was by no means an easy task;
but the outcome was a work of sublime nobility, which in Haydn’s own transcription for string quartet has enjoyed
unfailing popularity ever since. 
It is entirely appropriate that this recording of Haydn’s 'Seven Last Words of Christ' should be performed by the Cuarteto
Casals, for the work represents one of the few surviving traces of the composer’s flourishing relationship with Spain,
where his music seems quickly to have become as popular as it was in France and Britain. There is footage of excerpts from
the 'Seven Last Words' on our harmonia mundi YouTube channel recorded at Oratorio de Santa Cueva, Cadiz, the place 
for which the work was orginally written. 
 
 Haydn: String Quartets, Op 33 - Cuarteto Casals 
Top Choice, Building a Library [NLA]
 
EPK AVAILABLE FOR THIS RELEASE 
 
CONCERT: Brighton 7th May, Mozart, Ligeti, Brahms 



RELEASE DATE
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Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: HMU907503
Barcode: 093046750329
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Jon Nakamatsu [piano]

SCHUMANN: Carnaval Op. 9, Sonata in G minor Op. 22, 
Papillons Op. 2
Jon Nakamatsu

Jon Nakamatsu is ideally suited to Schumann: he has the staggering technique expected from a Van Cliburn winner but
also poetry and delicacy are uppermost in his playing. His nine recordings for harmonia mundi USA range from Chopin
and Brahms, via Rachmaninov to Gershwin, and most recently the Brahms Piano Quintet with the Tokyos. 
His next recording will be of Brahms, Beethoven and Weber with Clive Greensmith, formerly of the Tokyo String Quartet
and Jon Manasse on clarinet.



RELEASE DATE
10TH MARCH 2014

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Ballet &
Dance
Catalogue No: HMD9909044/45
Barcode: 3149020904497
NORMAL Price
Format: CD + DVD
Packaging: special
Compagnie Olivier Dubois

Tragédie
choreography: Olivier Dubois
original soundtrack by François Caffenne
Compagnie Olivier Dubois

The sensation of the Avignon Festival 2012, discover the trailer on youtube

Filmed at LE CENTQUATRE in Paris, February 4th 2013
Running time: 1h 30
TV format: 16:9, NTSC.
Sound: PCM stereo
Region code 0
Les Films Jack Fébus & Cod /
Compagnie Olivier Dubois production

CD BONUS:
Tragédie, the music by François Caffenne (50’)

"Tragédie is a thrilling experience." Le Monde, July 2012

‘In a few radically innovative creations, the dancer and choreographer
Olivier Dubois has renewed the world of French dance.’
Les Inrockuptibles, January 2013

Compagnie Olivier Dubois on tour: 
SADLER'S WELLS 8-10TH May 2014

This performance shows frontal nudity



RELEASE DATE
10TH FEBRUARY 2014

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: HMX2908539/40
Barcode: 3149020853948
BUDGET Price
Format: 2 CD
Joel Frederiksen 
Alexandre Tharaud 
Frederic Chiu
Jerusalem Quartet
RIAS Kammerchor/Daniel Reuss
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra
Ensemble Walter Boeykens
Brigitte Engerer
Oleg Maisenberg
Matthias Goerne
Philippe Bernold

AMERICA! 
volume 1: A Land of Refuge
From Independence to the Civil War

DVORÁK 'American' Quartet
RACHMANINOV Symphonic Dances (piano)
STRAVINSKY Mass
EISLER Lieder of the Hollywood Songbook
BARTOK Contrasts
American Works by PROKOFIEV & VARESE

AMERICA The collection is a window on American music of the 20th century, whether classical (3 doubles on harmonia
mundi), blues or jazz (4 doubles on Le Chant du Monde).
Each of these anthologies focuses on the origin, purpose and evolution of America: as a haven for new immigrants,
including Dvorak; for victims of Nazism and Stalinism; and the modern or the post-modern USA of John Cage, George
Crumb or Leonard Bernstein, via a Broadway detour to celebrate the great musical crossroads that is George Gershwin.
 
The Eisler Hollywood Lieder are excerpts from Matthias Goerne's most recent CD [HMC902134] a finalist in the BBC
Music Magazine Awards 2014:
“It’s a deeply moving testament to the struggles the composer experienced throughout his life in attempting to reconcile
his left-wing idealism with the political realities of dictatorship…Goerne colours every word with insight and intensity and
moulds each melodic line with amazing fluidity”  Erik Levi, BBC Music Magazine- Christmas 2013     



RELEASE DATE
10TH FEBRUARY 2014

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical
Catalogue No: HMC2908541/42
Barcode: 3149020854143
BUDGET Price
Format: 2 CD
Frank Braley
Michael Sheppard
Harmonie Ensemble New York
Jon Nakamatsu, Jon Manasse,
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra

AMERICA! 
volume 2: Gershwin, from Broadway to the Concert Hall

18 Songs from the American Songbook
An American in Paris (piano solo)
Rhapsody in Blue (Ferde Grofé’s original orchestration)
Fantasy on Porgy & Bess
Concerto in F
Cuban Overture

AMERICA The collection is a window on American music of the 20th century, whether classical (3 doubles on harmonia
mundi), blues or jazz (4 doubles on Le Chant du Monde).
Each of these anthologies focuses on the origin, purpose and evolution of America: as a haven for new immigrants,
including Dvorak; for victims of Nazism and Stalinism; and the modern or the post-modern USA of John Cage, George
Crumb or Leonard Bernstein, via a Broadway detour to celebrate the great musical crossroads that is George Gershwin.
 
Gershwin Rhapsody in Blue HMU907492
  ***** Daily Mail Feelgood CD of the Month, 
TheArtsDesk  
IRR Outstanding  
MusicWeb International Recording of the Month "
This is the most consistently pleasing recording I’ve heard this year, with Mayorga, Gallodoro and Richman coming over
 as formidable Gershwin exponents. Oh, and if you think you’ve already got as many versions of Rhapsody in Blue as your
 credit card can handle, think again." Mark Tanner, International Record Review, July / August 2010    



RELEASE DATE
10TH FEBRUARY 2014

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: HMX2908543/44
Barcode: 3149020854341
BUDGET Price
Format: 2 CD
Conspirare, 
Stefen Beus
Spencer Meyer
Theatre of Voices, Paul Hillier
Jon Nakamatsu, Jon Manasse
Michael Sheppard

AMERICA!

volume 3: From Modern to Pop Art

BARBER Agnus Dei / The Lovers
COPLAND Piano Variations
BERNSTEIN Sonata for clarinet and piano
CAGE 36 Mesostics, re and not re Marcel Duchamp
BERBERIAN Stripsody
CRUMB Dream Images
works by Charles Tomlinson Griffes, Donald Grantham, Jackson Mac Low, John Marsh, Sheldon Frank, John Novacek

AMERICA The collection is a window on American music of the 20th century, whether classical (3 doubles on harmonia
mundi), blues or jazz (4 doubles on Le Chant du Monde).
Each of these anthologies focuses on the origin, purpose and evolution of America: as a haven for new immigrants,
including Dvorak; for victims of Nazism and Stalinism; and the modern or the post-modern USA of John Cage, George
Crumb or Leonard Bernstein, via a Broadway detour to celebrate the great musical crossroads that is George Gershwin.
Vol. 3 features excerpts from Berio and Friends, Stories by Theatr of Voices [HMU807527]:
 
"Funniest is Sheldon Frank’s cliché compost As I was Saying, with Cathy Berberian’s classic Stripsody not far behind. ...
you can always feast on the singers’ incredible precision and flair".  Geoff Brown, The Times, 14 May 2011     



RELEASE DATE
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Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMC902156/57
Barcode: 3149020215623
MID Price
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Werner Güra [Evangelist]
Johannes Weisser [Christus]
Sunhae Im, Christina Roterberg [sopranos]
Bernarda Fink, Marie-Claude Chappuis [altos]
Topi Lehtipuu, Fabio Trümpy [tenors]
Konstantin Wolff, Artuu Kataja [basses]
Staats- und Domchor Berlin
RIAS Kammerchor
Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin

J.S. BACH: St Matthew Passion
Passio D.N.J.C. secundum Matthaeum BWV244
Werner Güra, Johannes Weisser
Sunhae Im, Bernarda Fink
Topi Lehtipuu, Konstantin Wolff
René Jacobs

'St Matthew Passion' has haunted René Jacobs since childhood: first as a boy soprano in Ghent, then as a countertenor.
Now as conductor he uses the layout of the Good Friday Vesper service from Bach's time, with choirs front and back,
rather than side-by-side. He also gives us extra soloists to complete the bi-choral effect. For Bach, the two halves were
28 metres apart. At that distance, coordination difficulties begin to appear between the speed of light, and the speed of
sound, and we cannot determine how Bach dealt with this. However harmonia mundi's engineers have solved the
problem, on SACD [released 2013] and now on 2 cds, giving an impression of what Bach intended for St Thomas’
Church in Leipzig.
As ever, harmonia mundi's production values are such that we are given several essays on the concept of the layout in
Bach's time, reflections on the new recording by René Jacobs, full texts and biographies in a 176 page booklet, with
sumptuous packaging. This is, somewhat surprisingly, René Jacobs' first recording of 'St Matthew'.

ALBUM OF THE WEEK, Sunday Times 15th Dec 2013  
"this is essential listening, not only for Jacobs’s spatial innovations, but for Werner Güra’s gripping Evangelist and
Johannes Weisser’s youthful, unsanctimonious Christ.” Hugh Canning

“Rene Jacobs has never been shy of a new hunch and taking it as far as (and sometime beyond) what is either
reasonable or defining…This is a Passion performance with admirable scenes, often impressively coherent… very good.”
Gramophone- November 2013

"the mix of drama and meditation is breathtakingly sustained and the choral singing astonishing in its beauty. Werner
Güra is the impassioned Evangelist, Johannes Weisser the noble, charismatic Jesus. The classy lineup for the arias
includes Bernarda Fink, Topi Lehtipuu and Konstantin Wolff, all at their absolute best.” Tim Ashley, The Guardian – 22nd
November 2013

ALSO AVAILABLE: HMC802156/58 [2 X SACD+DVD]



RELEASE DATE
10TH MARCH 2014

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: SIGCD901
Barcode: 635212090121
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Tenebrae Consort
Nigel Short

Medieval Chant, Tallis Lamentations

Tenebrae Consort
Nigel Short 

Plainchant: Hymn for Passiontide: Pange lingua gloriosi
Compline for Passiontide: Deus in adiutorium, Antiphon, Chapter: Respond, Hymn: Cultor dei memento, Versicle &
Response, Antiphon, Preces 
TALLIS: Lamentations of Jeremiah I
Respond: In monte Oliveti 
TALLIS: Lamentations of Jeremiah II 
Respond: Tristis est anima mea
SHEPPARD: Respond for Compline in Passiontide: In manus tuas I 
Litany after Lauds for Maundy Thursday 

Tenebrae Consort is, as you might expect, hand-picked from the award winning chamber choir Tenebrae, currently in the
 Specialist Classical Chart with 'Russian Treasures', their 20th album and first for own label Bene Arte. Known for their
instinctive ensemble skills, the singers are directed from within the Consort by Nigel Short who leads the group to attain
music making of the highest quality. Focussing on the repertoire originally written for consort performance, particularly
early music, Tenebrae Consort aim to shed new interpretative light on works through the combination of both passion
and precision, creating an intimate and unique concert experience. 
This new recording draws on the Salisbury Cathedral tradition, renowned for its ritual excellence, observation and
performance, in the centuries before the Reformation. Compline, sung during Holy Week, is enhanced with Tallis’
'Lamentations': some of the most poignant and intense polyphonic settings of sacred texts used in Passiontide. These
settings for five lower voices prove not only the depth of Tallis’ devotion to the ‘old faith’ and the Catholic rites but also his
mastery of the polyphonic art, and cement his rightful place as one of the greatest composers of the English
Renaissance. 

ALSO AVAILABLE:
SIGCD900 Russian Treasures
No. 1 in the Specialist Classical Chart wk beg 27th January
***** David Mellor

“The authentic voice of Russian liturgical music is a challenge for Brits to emulate; there’s the unique timbre Church
Slavonic an undefinable quality of melancholy and a visceral richness which only the real thing fully delivers.” Choir and
Organ – January/ February 2014
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Label: Audite
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: AUDITE95627
Barcode: 4022143956279
Price: £7.98
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Vienna Philharmonic - Live: 
Lucerne, Kunsthaus, 5 September 1978
Chamber Orchestra of Europe - Live: 
Lucerne, Kunsthaus, 25 August 1988
Claudio Abbado

Lucerne Festival: Claudio Abbado
SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 7 'Unfinished' [VPO]
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 2, WAGNER: Siegfried Idyll [COE]

Vienna Philharmonic, Chamber Orchestra of Europe, Claudio Abbado

In memory of Claudio Abbado, who died on 20th January 2014 and who was closely associated with Lucerne Festival for
nearly 50 years, Audite and Lucerne Festival present three previously unreleased live recordings, approved by the
conductor himself. On 5 September 1978, Abbado and the Vienna Phil performed Schubert’s 'Unfinished' in Lucerne: a
moving interpretation, emphasising the lyrical character of the work. This piece closes a circle insofar as Abbado also
conducted the 'Unfinished' at his final concert, on 26 August 2013 in Lucerne.
On 25 August 1988, the festival’s 50th anniversary, Abbado and the Chamber Orchestra of Europe performed exactly the
same programme with which Arturo Toscanini had opened the Luzerner Festspiele in 1938, including Beethoven’s
Second Symphony and 'Siegfried Idyll', the latter written in Lucerne. The Neue Zürcher Zeitung commented
enthusiastically that “the sonic subtleties of the Siegfried Idyll were masterfully executed and carried through to a
poignant ending...in Abbado’s interpretation of Beethoven’s Second Symphony the structural clarity of the individual
movements was combined with an unabated, almost newly inspired joy of performing amongst the orchestra”. A
particularly attractive aspect of this compilation is the fact that Abbado made studio recordings of the Beethoven and
Schubert symphonies with the opposite orchestras, i.e. Schubert with the COE (1987) and Beethoven’ with the VPO
(1988). The extensive booklet contains a portrait of Claudio Abbado by Peter Hagmann, tracing the conductor’s
long-standing activities in Lucerne; also included are previously unpublished photos from the archives of Lucerne
Festival.
Claudio Abbado stamped his mark on Lucerne Festival as no other conductor. He made his début in 1966 together with
the violinist Zino Francescatti and the Swiss Festival Orchestra. The Neue Zürcher Zeitung witnessed a “delightfully
unspoiled maestro with an uncorrupted musical spirit” and made the accurate prediction that “this will not have been the
last time that Claudio Abbado has conducted in Lucerne”. He was to return countless times, soon on an annual basis,
appearing with the Philharmonia and the VPO, the ensembles of La Scala, the LSO and the BPO, and of course with the
orchestras that he himself had founded: the European Union Youth Orchestra, the COE, the Gustav Mahler YO and the
Mahler CO. In 2003 Claudio Abbado and Michael Haefliger jointly founded the Lucerne Festival Orchestra, an orchestra
unique in uniting long-standing artistic colleagues of Abbado’s: soloists, chamber musicians and professors alongside the
core performers from the Mahler CO – into an ensemble in a league of its own. Standing on the podium in front of this
“Orchestra of Friends”, as he himself called it, Claudio Abbado ended his artistic career on 26 August 2013 in Lucerne,
having conducted Franz Schubert’s 'Unfinished' and Anton Bruckner’s Ninth Symphony at his last concert.

3 previously unreleased live recordings, approved by the conductor
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Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: SIGCD373
Barcode: 0635212037324
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Classical Opera Company
featuring Rebecca Bottone, Cora Burggraaf, 
Allan Clayton, Klara Ek, Martene Grimson, 
Jennifer Johnston, Susan Gritton, Anna Leese, 
Matthew Rose, Andrew Staples & Mark Stone
Ian Page [conductor]

The A-Z of Mozart Opera

Classical Opera Company
Ian Page 

Apollo et Hyacinthus – Duetto, Natus cadit 
La finta semplice – Aria, Amoretti, che ascosi qui siete 
Bastien und Bastienne – Aria, Diggi, daggi, schurry, murry 
Mitridate, re di Ponto – Duetto, Se viver non degg’io (original version) 
Lucio Silla – Aria, Fra i pensier più funesti 
La finta giardiniera – Cavatina, Geme la tortorella 
Il re pastore – Finale, Viva l’invitto duce
Zaide – Aria, Ruhe sanft, mein holdes Leben
Idomeneo – Quartetto, Andrò ramingo e solo
Die Entführung aus dem Serail – Aria, Konstanze... O wie ängstlich
Le nozze di Figaro – Cavatina, Se vuol ballare, signor Contino
Don Giovanni – Canzonetta, Deh vieni alla finestra
Così fan tutte – Quintetto, Di scrivermi ogni giorno
La clemenza di Tito – Duetto, Ah perdona al primo affetto
Die Zauberflöte – Quintetto, Hm! hm! hm! hm!

Signum are proud to reissue Classical Opera’s debut CD, ‘The A-Z of Mozart Opera’, selected for Gramophone
magazine’s annual Critic’s Choice in 2007. Based on the coincidence that Mozart’s first opera (Apollo et Hyacinthus)
begins with ‘A’ and his last (Die Zauberflöte) with ‘Z’, this disc takes the listener on a chronological journey through
Mozart’s operatic canon, featuring an aria or ensemble from fifteen of his operas.

“My personal pick for giving this year is the Classical Opera Company’s glorious The A-Z of Mozart Opera, which is fresh,
diverse, insightful and illuminating (everything that such recital anthologies usually fail to be)... uniformly superb
interpretations...an auspicious début recording of intelligence, finesse and quality.” Gramophone
 
ALSO AVAILABLE: SIGCD343 MOZART Die Schuldigkeit 
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Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: SIGCD372
Barcode: 0635212037225
MID Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Sir John Tomlinson [Bluebeard]
Michelle DeYoung [Judith]
Philharmonia Voices
Juliet Stevenson [narrator]
Philharmonia Orchestra 
Esa-Pekka Salonen [conductor]

BARTOK: Bluebeard's Castle

Sir John Tomlinson
Michelle DeYoung
Juliet Stevenson
Philharmonia Orchestra
Esa-Pekka Salonen

An unforgettable live-concert recording, selected from the Philharmonia Orchestra and Esa-Pekka Salonen’s season of
works by Béla Bartók – ‘Infernal Dance’.

CONCERT REVIEWS:

“John Tomlinson and Michelle DeYoung were vocally so commanding as to render “choreography” entirely superfluous.
Tomlinson’s cavernous voice seemed to embody the very interior world of his castle - its sadness, darkness, emptiness -
his Hungarian so vivid and expressive in itself that it became another sonority in Bartók’s aural palette. He was quite
extraordinary. Musically stunning” The Arts Desk

“The part of Judith was well taken by Michelle DeYoung but it was the portrayal of Tomlinson that stole the show. At first
predatory and prowling - no one can prowl like John Tomlinson - he visibly collapsed into himself as his secrets were
exposed. And never was that magnificently gnarled tone put to better use.” The Evening Standard
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Elena Xanthoudakis [soprano]
Catherine Carby [mezzo-soprano]
Royal Northern Sinfonia
Richard Bonynge [conductor]

Jewels of the Bel Canto

DONIZETTI: Regnava nel silenzio (Lucia di Lammermoor), Prendi per me suit libero (L’Elisir d’amour), 
Quel guardo un cavaliere (Don Pasquale), Chacun le sait (La Fille du Regiment)
VERDI: Egli non Ride ancor (Il Corsaro)
BELLINI: Eccommi...O quanto volte (I Capuletti and Montecchi), Ah! Non credea and Cabaletta (La Sonnambula)
ROSSINI: Ami a Fin and Taci le trombe altera (Mathilde di Shabran), En proie a la tristesse (Comte Ory), 
Vorrei Spiegarvi il Giubilo (Cambiale di Matrimonio)

Soprano Elena Xanthoudakis is joined by the Northern Sinfonia in the expert hands of bel canto specialist Richard
Bonynge in these exhilarating performances of some true gems of the Bel Canto aria tradition.
Originally a flautist, Elena Xanthoudakis studied music at the University of Melbourne, the Guildhall School of Music and
joined the young artist programme of Maggio Musicale di Firenze, Italy. Elena has received a Solti Foundation Grant as
well as many first prizes in competitions and is currently a Borletti-Buitoni Trust artist [2011].
Recent successes include her return to English National Opera as Pamina in 'Die Zauberflöte', the Royal Festival Hall
with the RPO for 'Carmina Burana' and performances of Mozart’s 'Requiem' with the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra.
Highlights also include her debut at Glyndebourne Festival Opera as Clorinda, La Cenerentola. She has sung the roles of
both Lisa and Amina in 'La Sonnambula' at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, conducted by Daniel Oren. 

"Soprano Elena Xanthoudakis is a sheer delight as Adina, colouring every sung moment with refreshing clarity and agility
or, where called for, plaintive reflection." The Scotsman

"Especially memorable is Elena Xanthoudakis’s Pamina, voiced with shining tone and a fine appreciation of the music’s
lyrical contours." The Guardian, 14th September 2012, George Hall

"Young soprano Elena Xanthoudakis gave a poignant and truthful performance as Pamina…" 
BBC Classical Music Online, Hellen Wallace
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Silvia Frigato [Euridice, La Tragedia]
Furio Zanasi [Orfeo]
Giampaolo Fagotto [Arcetro]
Luca Dordolo [Tirsi, Aminta]
Sara Mingardo [Dafne, Proserpina]
Monica Piccinini [Venere]
Antonio Abete [Plutone]
Matteo Bellotto [Radamanto]
Mauro Borgioni [Caronte]

CACCINI: L'Euridice
Composta in musica in stile rappresentativo, Firenze, 1600
Silvia Frigato, Furio Zanasi 
Sara Mingardo, Monica Piccinini 
Antonio Abete 
Concerto Italiano
Rinaldo Alessandrini

Naive are delighted to present a new recording of what is considered as the first opera: 'L'Euridice', by Caccini.
Conducted by Rinaldo Alessandrini, featuring an impressive range of singers (Sara Mingardo, Furio Zanasi, Silvia Frigato
etc.) this very special work was staged and performed at the 2013 edition of the prestigious Innsbruck Festwochen. In the
text Rinaldo Alessandrini wrote for the booklet, he explains what makes the work into a musical milestone.

"The marriage of Maria de’ Medici to Henri IV of France, celebrated in Florence on 5 October 1600, provided the
opportunity for Jacopo Peri and Giulio Caccini (known as ‘il Romano’) to beget what can be regarded as the first opera of
which we still have a trace today: 'L’Euridice', on a text by Ottavio Rinuccini...
More than 400 years separate us from Caccini’s 'Euridice', and it is this that constitutes the greatest obstacle to our
understanding of this first dramatic event to combine text and music on a stage. Caccini, like Peri, contextualises and
makes concrete the necessity of individual and subjective expression, through the human voice. They theorise and
demand passion [l’affetto] as the primary condition that legitimises this new style – for it is a question of style even before
that of a new kind of composition."

A video trailer produced during the performances in Innsbruck is available on naive's YouTube channel:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKbFYdObgSE&feature=youtu.be

REVIEWED IN MARCH GRAMOPHONE [David Vickers]
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CD1 Vivaldi 
Philippe Jaroussky [countertenor]
Marie-Nicole Lemieux [contralto]
Ensemble Matheus, Jean-Christophe Spinosi

CD2 Pergolesi, Scarlatti:
Gemma Bertagnolli [soprano]
Sara Mingardo [contralto]
Concerto Italiano, Rinaldo Alessandrini

Nisi Dominus, Stabat Mater
CD1: VIVALDI: Nisi Dominus, Stabat Mater, Crucifixus
CD2: PERGOLESI: Stabat Mater, SCARLATTI: Stabat Mater
Gemma Bertagnolli
Sara Mingardo 
Philippe Jaroussky 
Marie-Nicole Lemieux
Jean-Christophe Spinosi
Concerto Italiano
Rinaldo Alessandrini

Especially designed for the Easter period, this special project gathers three of the most famous Stabat Maters in music
history, those of Vivaldi, Pergolesi and A. Scarlatti. The two reference recordings gathered here are among the
best-sellers of the Naïve Classique catalogue, largely due to their impressive line-up: Marie-Nicole Lemieux, Philippe
Jaroussky, Sara Mingardo, Jean-Christophe Spinosi and Ensemble Matheus, Rinaldo Alessandrini and Concerto Italiano.

“Jaroussky's expressive delicacy is beguiling and he is everywhere accompanied with acute sensibility by Ensemble
Matheus.” BBC Music Magazine

“Alessandrini lays emphasis on the relationship between words and music, and he has come up with some ideas which
probe deeper than many...He did well to engage the services of two such well-disciplined and warmly communicative
singers.” Gramophone 
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Francesco Piemontesi [piano]

MOZART: Piano Sonatas

Francesco Piemontesi 

Fantasy in D minor K397, Sonata No.6 in N major ‘Dürnitz’ K284, Rondo in D major K485
Rondo in A minor K511, Sonata No.15 in F major K533/K494

In his first solo recital for Naive, Swiss pianist Francesco Piemontesi, who studied with Alfred Brendel, Cécile Ousset and
Alexis Weissenberg, has chosen Mozart: a composer who will effectively preoccupy him for some time. He is embarking
on the complete sonatas of Mozart, and he will perform at Wigmore Hall, London, before pursuing the complete
concertos. This recording marks but the beginning of this great Mozartian's ambitious project. Best newcomer in the BBC
Music Magazine Awards 2012, Francesco's Mozart tour runs from 20th February to 3rd April 2014.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
V5327 Schumann, Dvorak Piano Concertos
“Francesco Piemontesi is a very gifted young player and his account of Schumann’s original masterpiece ranks highly-
always intensely musical and respectful of the score, deeply felt, producing a performance that will give much pleasure.”
Robert Matthew-Walker, International Record Review – September 2013

CONCERTS:
20th Feb Middlesborough Piano Concerto No. 21
21st Feb Gateshead Piano Concerto No. 21
22nd Feb Kendal Piano Concerto No. 21
5th March Manchester Bridgewater Hall Piano Concerto No. 21
6th March Manchester Bridgewater Hall Piano Concerto No. 21
7th March Cheltenham Town Hall Piano Concerto No. 21
9th March Manchester Bridgewater Hall Piano Concerto No. 21
2nd April Poole Piano Concerto No. 21
3rd April Portsmouth Piano Concerto No. 21
29th May Wigmore Hall - Sonata K533, Beethoven, Ligeti, Schubert

new press photos for this release
Mozart video clips on the Naive youtube channel
Classic FM feature planned
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Fazil Say [piano]
Frankfurt Radio Symphony Orchestra,
Gianandrea Noseda

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No.3 in C minor, Op.37 
Piano sonata No.32 in C minor Op.111
Piano sonata No.14 in C-sharp minor ‘Moonlight’, quasi una fantasia op.27/2
Fazil Say
Gianandrea Noseda

With his extraordinary pianistic talents, Fazil Say has been touching audiences and critics alike for more than 25 years.
His outstanding technique very quickly enabled him to master the so-called warhorses of the repertoire with sovereign
ease.
Fazil Say has played with all the famous American and European orchestras and numerous leading conductors. In
addition, he also appears regularly in chamber music: for many years he performed as a duo with the violinist Patricia
Kopatchinskaja, and among his other notable partners is the Argentinian cellist Sol Gabetta.
His recordings of works by Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Gershwin and Stravinsky have been highly praised by the critics
and have won several prizes, among them three ECHO Klassik awards. Following several recordings dedicated to his
own compositions, Fazil is returning to core classical repertoire, through three works of Beethoven, all in keys of C: the
'Moonlight' and Opus 111 sonatas, as well as the third Piano concerto, with the Frankfurt Radio Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Gianandrea Noseda.

Watch the performance of Beethoven’s Piano Concerto no.3 [85,000 views] http://youtu.be/02bxAzWn0JM

ALSO AVAILABLE:
V5146 Beethoven, Ravel, Bartók, Say: Violin sonatas with Patricia Kopatchinskaja

V5016 Piano sonatas No. 23 ‘Appassionata’, No. 21 ‘Waldstein’, No. 17 ‘The Tempest’
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La Compagnia del Madrigale:
Rossana Bertini,
Francesca Cassinari [sopranos]
Elena Carzaniga [alto]
Giuseppe Maletto, 
Raffaele Giordani [tenors]
Daniele Carnovich [bass]

GESUALDO: Responsoria
Responsoria et alia ad Officium Hebdomadae Sanctae spectantia (1611)
La Compagnia del Madrigale

The 'Responsoria' by Carlo Gesualdo, published in 1611, represent a remarkable emotional outpouring in sacred
repertory from a composer who was living out his final years amidst melancholy thoughts and an increasingly precarious
state of health. It was also significant that these pieces for Holy Week should appear in the same year as the complex
Sixth Book of Madrigals: an association which La Compagnia del Madrigale are keen to emphasise in this striking new
recording for Glossa. Having already wowed the critics with the madrigals, La Compagnia, which includes singers of the
calibre and experience of Giuseppe Maletto, Daniele Carnovich and Rossana Bertini, turns its attention to subject matter
covering torment, suffering, blood and death.
Over 3 CDs Gesualdo’s creative musical response to the Passion of Christ is interspersed with spiritual madrigals from
some of his best-known contemporaries: Luzzaschi, Marenzio, de Macque and Vinci, whose religious texts further
underline the madrigalesque nature of the Responsoria. Also included are two comparative rarities from Gesualdo’s
sacred output, 'In te Domine speravi' and 'Ne reminiscaris, Domine'.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
GCD922801 Gesualdo Sesto Libro di Madrigali (1611)
GCD922802 Marenzio Primo Libro di Madrigali (1580)

“Time and again as I listened, my jaw dropped at both the quality of Marenzio’s cleverly varied five-voice music and the
astonishing sonorities if La CompagnIa del Madrigale’s beguiling performances: the melancholic erotic yearning of ‘Tirsi
morir volea’, the exquisite dissonances illustrating lost love in ‘Dolorosi martir, fieri tormenti’ … Hopefully these
spectacularly gorgeous inaugural albums for Glossa will be followed by more explorations of this engrossing quality.”
David Vickers, GRAMOPHONE CHOICE – October 2013

“With Carzaniga’s warm clear alto as linchpin, the blend is simply sublime… The texts are crisp. The phrasing
expressive, the dynamic range (usually the first-casualty of a conductor less performance) wide, each miniature narrative
expertly crafted… This is a handsome tribute to Marenzio’s emerging talent and one in which the stock entreaties of
love-sick nymphs are shepherds sound acutely sincere.”
Anna Picard, BBC Music Magazine – January 2014, Perf  **** Rec (5/5) *****
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Mahan Esfahani [harpsichord]

Mahan Esfahani: Byrd, Bach, Ligeti
Recorded live at Wigmore Hall, London, on 3 May 2013
Mahan Esfahani 

BYRD: Clarifica me, Pater I, PLAINCHANT Clarifica me, Pater, Clarifica me, Pater II, Clarifica me, Pater III, Jhon come
kiss me now, The Fifte Pavian, The Galliard to the Fifte Pavian, The Marche Before the Battell, Fancie, The Firste
Pavian, The Galliard to the Firste Pavian, Callino casturame, Fantasia in A minor (FVB LII), Walsingham 
J.S.BACH: from The Musical Offering, BWV 1079: Ricercar a 3, Ricercar a 6, Canon a 2 per tonos 
(Ascendenteque Modulatione ascendat Gloria Regis) 
LIGETI: Passacaglia ungherese (1978), Continuum (1968), Hungarian Rock (1978) 

Hailed by Opera Today as ‘the leading harpsichordist of his generation’, Mahan Esfahani attracted worldwide attention in
2010 when he gave the first ever harpsichord recital at the BBC Proms. He was the first harpsichordist to be named a
BBC New Generation Artist and to be awarded a fellowship by the Borletti-Buitoni Trust. Dedicated to taking his
instrument beyond the realm of Early music, the critically acclaimed Iranian-American harpsichordist works with
repertoire that spans four centuries. 
For this recital he turned his mind to Byrd’s keyboard miniatures, exploring the works’ vibrant ingenuity in company with
the rich masterworks of Bach and the irresistible and fascinating compositions of Ligeti. 

"a serious, virtuosic, two-finger salute to the fustier members of the early music mafia...From the ear-bending fugal play
of the 'Passacaglia' to the almost digital sonic otherness of 'Continuum', these are pieces whose technical challenges
make no concession to practicality or physical limitations. Esfahani dispatched them with impressive control, but more
importantly managed to keep our attention (and his own) on the drama of these epics-in-miniature." Alexandra Coghlan,
theartsdesk.com

”It would be hard not to be impressed by Iranian harpsichordist Mahan Esfahani. Young, suave, eloquent…he’s an
inquisitive mind…a phenomenally accomplished performance.” The Guardian, July 2012

”Esfahani, in total control technically, clearly delights in exploiting the expressive possibilities of the harpsichord and its
sheer variety of sounds….”  Gramophone, July 2011
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James Ehnes [violin]
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
Mark Wigglesworth
Ehnes Quartet:
James Ehnes, Amy Schwartz Moretti,
Richard O’Neill
Robert de Maine

KHACHATURIAN: Violin Concerto in D minor
SHOSTAKOVICH: String Quartets no.7 Op. 108 & No.8 Op.110
James Ehnes 
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
Mark Wigglesworth
Ehnes Quartet

Khachaturian’s 1940 Violin Concerto was composed for and dedicated to David Oistrakh who gave the premiere in
Moscow that year. It is an instantly accessible work, infused with the music of the composer’s native Armenia, with
colourful use of the orchestra and dazzling virtuosity.
Shostakovich’s 15 String Quartets form the most important body of music in the quartet repertoire after those of
Beethoven. The 8th is one of the most impressive in the canon, and dates from 1960. The dedication on the score reads
‘In remembrance of the victims of fascism and war’. It was premiered in Dresden, still badly scarred by the bombing of
1945. The 7th Quartet also dates from 1960, and is dedicated to the composer’s wife Nina, who had died in 1954. It is a
compact, terse, highly emotional personal musical statement.

James Ehnes’s recordings for ONYX have been universally praised - his Britten & Shostakovich concertos ONYX4113
was awarded a Choc de Classica in France.
"James Ehnes’ mastery is breathtaking in both works" BBC Music Magazine

"These inspired performances are subtle and persuasive as well as fiery. James Ehnes plays with a powerful lyricism
which makes the complexities melt away." The Observer

"He clearly enjoys demonstrating his ability as a virtuoso, making this one of the most exciting accounts of the finale I can
remember, with the Sydney Symphony responding to the verve of the solo playing with exhilarating vigour and deftness".
Gramophone (Tchaikovsky Concerto ONYX4076)

ADVERTISED IN BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE & GRAMOPHONE

James Ehnes' Quartet is performing at the Wigmore hall on Mon 10th Feb at  1pm
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Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra
Kirill Karabits

PROKOFIEV: Symphonies Vol. 1
Symphony No.3 in C Op. 44
Symphony No.7 in C sharp minor Op. 131
Alternative ending for Symphony No.7
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra
Kirill Karabits

This is the first release in a survey of all seven Prokofiev Symphonies from Kirill Karabits and the Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra. Karabits has had access to the Prokofiev family archive and throughout this project there will be
quite a few surprises, such as music from the early Symphony in G of 1902 and works such as 'Dreams' Op. 6, 'Autumnal
Sketch' Op. 8 and 'Two Poems for orchestra and Women’s Chorus' Op. 7, as well as the 'Sinfonia Concertante' for cello
& orchestra. Each CD booklet contains an interview with Karabits in conversation with Prokofiev expert Daniel Jaffé.
The 3rd Symphony makes extensive use of music from the opera 'The Fiery Angel'. It was premiered in 1929 under
Pierre Monteux and is vividly colourful, sensual and exciting. The 7th dates from 1952, the year before the composer’s
death. Intended as a work for young people, it is beautiful, yet enigmatic and reflective, harking back to the great ballet
scores. Prokofiev provided an alternative ‘upbeat’ conventional ending to the symphony at the request of colleagues so
as not to provoke criticism from the Soviet authorities. This alternative finale can be heard after the 7th symphony on this
CD. Today the work is always performed with the peaceful ‘leave taking’ ending that the composer preferred. 

"the orchestra has developed a new authority in Russian-Soviet music. In Prokofiev’s Seventh Symphony they
demonstrated their keen affinity for this score, part of a current recording project Karabits drew from his players a vivid
communication of the work’s dual nature. The warm, Elgar-like melody of the slow movement was offset by the spiky,
playful angularity of the finale, performed with the composer’s original quiet ending. The boisterous, optimistic alternative
coda he added later for political expediency was offered as a brief encore." 
The Guardian, December 2012

ADVERTISED IN BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE & GRAMOPHONE
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Denis Matsuev [piano]
Mariinsky Orchestra
Valery Gergiev

PROKOFIEV: Symphony No. 5, Piano Concerto No. 3 

Denis Matsuev 
Mariinsky Orchestra
Valery Gergiev

The Mariinsky label presents the recording of two of Prokofiev’s most popular works, Piano Concerto No 3 and
Symphony No 5. Denis Matsuev features as soloist, in this his fourth recording on the Mariinsky label. Since winning the
11th International Tchaikovsky Competition in 1998 Matsuev has established a reputation as one of Russia’s leading
pianists and is renowned for his interpretations of Russian music. His recordings of Rachmaninov’s Concerto
No. 3 Shostakovich Piano Concertos 1 & 2 and Tchaikovsky’s first two piano concertos, have all received considerable 
acclaim.
Written at the height of World War II in 1944, Prokofiev’s 5th Symphony was intended as “a hymn to free and happy Man,
to his mighty powers, his pure and noble spirit.” The symphony’s character was inevitably determined by the time and
circumstances of its composition. It would be a patriotic work, big, heroic and ultimately optimistic; it would be a
symphony of mass appeal. "I thought of it as a work glorifying the human spirit", wrote Prokofiev.
Prokofiev wrote five piano concertos but it is his third that has gained the most popularity. It remains one of his most
popular pieces and the qualities of clarity and vitality that appealed to the work’s original audiences are apparent almost
immediately the work begins. It is no surprise this remains his most frequently performed piano concerto.
Denis Matsuev will be touring throughout the world in 2014. In February he will appear at the closing ceremony of the
Sochi 2014 Winter Olympic Games, alongside Valery Gergiev, followed by a series of concerts in Spain, presenting
Rachmaninov's Piano Concertos and Prokofiev Sonatas. In March and April Matsuev joins the London Symphony
Orchestra and Valery Gergiev for a European tour, with concerts in London, Paris and Turin.
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Evelina Dobraceva,
Ekaterina Siurina [sopranos]
Justina Gringyte [mezzo-soprano]
Daniil Shtoda [tenor]
Andrei Bondarenko,
Rodion Pogossov [baritones]
Alexander Vinogradov [bass]
Iain Burnside [piano]

RACHMANINOV: Songs

Evelina Dobraceva
Ekaterina Siurina 
Justina Gringyte
Daniil Shtoda 
Andrei Bondarenko 
Rodion Pogossov 
Alexander Vinogradov 
Iain Burnside 

CD1: Six Songs Op. 4, Six Songs Op. 8, Twelve Songs Op. 14, Were you hiccupping, Natasha? 
CD2: Twelve Songs Op. 21, Fifteen Songs Op. 26, A Letter to K.S. Stanislavsky from S. Rachmaninov
CD3: Fourteen Songs Op. 34, Six Songs Op. 38 

This is the first complete recording for 20 years of Rachmaninov’s published song output. With the addition of two
delightfully comic occasional pieces, it lays two further claims to importance: Delphian's seven singers – hand-picked by
renowned pianist Iain Burnside – are all native Russian speakers, and every song is performed in the key in which
Rachmaninov wrote it, respecting both the specificity of vocal colour and the carefully designed tonal and expressive
trajectory within each opus.
For the first 25 years of his career Rachmaninov regularly expressed himself in song, from Tchaikovskian beginnings to
the very personal range of vocal and pianistic utterance in his final two collections. Almost a century after exile brought
down the curtain on this period of his creative output, Burnside and his singers bring these works to shimmering,
gushing, crackling, magnificent life.
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Krassimira Stoyanova [soprano]
Münchner Rundfunkorchester
Pavel Baleff [conductor]

VERDI: Arias

Krassimira Stoyanova 

Aida - Ritorna vincitor! Il trovatore - Vanne… Lasciami – D’amor sull’ali rosee, 
Giovanna d’Arco - Qui! O faticida foresta, Un ballo in maschera - Morrò, ma prima in grazia, 
Luisa Miller - Tu puniscimi, o Signore, La traviata - Teneste la promessa – Addio del passato 
Il trovatore - Tacea la notte – Di tale amor che dirsi, Don Carlo - Non pianger, mia compagna, 
La forza del destino - Pace, pace, mio Dio, Don Carlo - Tu che le vanità, 
Otello - Canzone del salice – Ave Maria  

One of the most renowned Verdi sopranos today is Krassimira Stoyanova, who now presents roles she has either
already sung all over the world, with those she is booked to sing shortly. As Desdemona she has moved and enthused
audiences and critics alike from Vienna to Barcelona and Chicago and so from 'Otello' we naturally find her “Willow
Song” and “Ave Maria”.  In Verdi’s operas after Schiller, 'Don Carlo' and 'Luisa Miller', Stoyanova made her celebrated
debuts as Elisabetta and Luisa Miller at the State Operas of Munich and Vienna respectively. Since then she has
become especially known both for her ability to shape a perfect line and for her characterisation of these two women,
caught as they are between love and duty. The two Leonoras in 'Trovatore' and 'Forza' make more dramatic demands on
the voice, and Krassimira Stoyanova is approaching these roles with prudence: she has not yet taken the latter
completely into her repertoire. The dates for her Aïda in the eponymous opera and as Amelia in 'Un ballo in maschera'
have now been fixed, and she can also be heard in excerpts from both roles, as well as Giovanna d’Arco and the dying
Violetta Valéry, in this new CD, with the Munich Radio Orchestra under Pavel Baleff. One marvels at Krassimira
Stoyanova’s artistry: unmannered, unostentatious, refined, as she does justice both to the girlishness of Verdi’s 'Joan of
Arc' and to the wrenching farewell offered us by 'La Traviata'. 

ALSO AVAILABLE:
C740081A Il Palpiti d'Amor
“She is the possessor of an extremely fine voice: firm, focused, steady and rich, devoid of shrillness.” 
International Record Review, October 2008

C830111A Slavic Opera Arias
“Orfeo’s new disc, recorded in splendid sound in March 2010, represents a most welcome recital from the
ravishing-toned Bulgarian soprano, surely one of the most musical artists before the operatic public today.” Opera Disc of
the Month, January 2012
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Soloists of the Simón Bolivar Symphony
Orchestra of Venezuela
Bruno Procopio

Rameau in Caracas
excerpts from Zoroastre, Dardanus, Castor & Pollux, Acanthe et Céphise, 
Les Indes Galantes
Simón Bolivar Symphony Orchestra of Venezuela

The soloists of the Simón Bolivar Orchestra of Venezuela have invited harpsichordist Bruno Procopio to conduct a
programme dedicated entirely to Jean-Philippe Rameau. Procopio has also recorded the 'Pièces de clavecin en concerts'
and first performed this all-Rameau programme at the Simón Bolivar Concert Hall in 2012. Discovering French Baroque
music was a new departure for the Venezuelan musicians who responded with characteristic enthusiasm and verve to
this dance-related suite, albeit working as a smaller group than usual. Maestro José Antonio Abreu, founder of El
Sistema is also an acclaimed harpsichorist but as yet there are no period instrument orchestras in Venezuela. This
recording session is a foretaste of the 2014 celebrations to mark the 250th anniversary of the composer's death.

"You won’t believe your ears. This miracle comes all the way from Venezuela. The firmness of phrasing, the mastery of
ornamentation, the sparing use of vibrato, the perfection of balance, the lilt of the minuets, the whirligig of the
passepieds, the naturalness of the style… Zoroastre is a miracle... No French orchestra is capable of matching even half
of what’s accomplished by this miracle from Venezuela." Diapason

"The result is sumptuous, magical. It’s a real bombshell. It’s not difficult to predict Bruno Procopio's future: resplendent
with all the multicoloured richness of “diversity”. L’ Est Républicain
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Bruno Procopio [harpsichord]
Patrick Bismuth [violin]
François Lazarevitch [flûtes allemandes]
Emmanuelle Guigues [viola de gamba]

RAMEAU: Pièces de clavecin en concert (1741) 
Nouvelles suites de pièces de clavecin, extracts from suite en la (1726/27)
Bruno Procopio
Patrick Bismuth
François Lazarevitch
Emmanuelle Guigues

"At the heart of this most cheering of programmes, well-timed for the upcoming Rameau Year of 2014, is Bruno
Procopio's harpsichord. The former student of Rousset and Hantaï confirms his immense talent, his interpretative
intelligence, a flamboyant refinement that illuminates the genius of a Rameau touched by the hand of grace." Classique
news (February 2013)

"The reproduction of a Rückers sounds marvelous here under the agile and inspired fingers of the instrumentalist...
invigorating and sensitive music and playing. To be listened to again and again." Resmusica (June 2013)

"Remember this name: Bruno Procopio is one to follow closely, for his exemplary path and especially for his intelligence,
his maturity." Nice Matin (May 2013)

Paraty Records was founded in 2007 by harpsichordist and conductor Bruno Procopio. Special attention is brought to
each project, including texts by musicological specialists and elegant images and graphic design.
In 2010, the label was awarded the ‘CD of the Year’ award at the ‘Victoires de la Musique Classique’, the most
prestigious recognition of its kind in France.
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Le Concert des Nations
Jordi Savall

Marin MARAIS: Alcione - Suites des airs à joüer (1706)

Le Concert des Nations
Jordi Savall

Première Suite: Airs pour les Driades et les Bergers
Ouverture, Marche pour les Bergers et les Bergères, Air pour les Faunes et les Driades, Menuet pour les Bergers et les
Bergères, menuet pour les mêmes, Bourée pour les Bergers et les Bergères, Passepied I & II pour les mêmes
Deuxième Suite - Airs pour les Eoliens et les Eoliennes
Air, Menuet, Air, Menuet da capo, Sarabandes, Gigue, 
Troisième Suite - Airs pour les Prêtresse et les Magiciens
Prélude de l’Acte second, Sarabande pour les Prêtresses de Junon, Prélude pour la Prêtresse de Junon, Gigues pour
les mêmes, Airs I & II pour les Magiciens 
Quatrième Suite - Airs pour les Matelots et les Tritons
Prélude de l’Acte troisième, Marche pour les Matelots, Air pour les mêmes, Air «Tambourin» pour les mêmes,
Symphonie pour le Sommeil, Tempête, Ritournelle, Entract’ Menuet, Chaconne pour les Tritons

Together with 'Sémélé', 'Alcione' is the only opera composed by Marin Marais. The first first performance took place at
the Théâtre du Palais Royal in Paris on February 18, 1706. Shortly after that, Marin Marais decided to gather the most
beautiful tunes, including the famous 'Tempest', into four suites.
Le Concert des Nations and Jordi Savall fully reveal the colours of this vivid score. As you might expect, Alia Vox have
granted this Heritage reissue a state-of-the-art multichannel remastering and a richly documented booklet.
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Julius Katchen [piano]

Julius Katchen: Liszt | Brahms | Beethoven | Schumann | Chopin
Berlin 1962, 1964
Julius Katchen

LISZT: Sonata in B minor
BRAHMS: Seven Fantasias, Op. 116, Six Piano Pieces Op. 118, Scherzo in E-flat minor Op. 4
BEETHOVEN: 32 Variations in c minor, WoO 80, Rondo a capriccio Op. 129
SCHUMANN: Waldszenen Op. 82 'Vogel als Prophet'
CHOPIN: Nocturne Op. 9 No. 2, Ballade Op. 47, Nocturne Op. 27 No. 2, Berceuse Op. 57

This anthology of Julius Katchen’s complete solo recordings made during two recording blocks in 1962 and 1964,
expands Katchen’s discography by as many as six first releases: Beethoven’s Rondo Op. 129, Rage Over a Lost Penny,
Chopin’s A flat major Ballade, the two famous Nocturnes Op. 9.1 and Op. 27.2, the late Berceuse, and finally Liszt’s
Piano Sonata in B minor, one of the pillars of 19th century piano music. Katchen’s energetic and virtuosic reading of the
Liszt sonata ranks highly amongst the great recordings of this piece. However, his interpretations of the works by Chopin,
Beethoven and the late Brahms, thanks to his natural combination of virtuosity, musicianship and sense of form, are also
documents of magnificently timeless piano-playing.
Julius Katchen (1926-1969), who died tragically early of leukaemia, represented, alongside Leon Fleisher, Gary
Graffman and William Kapell, the generation of the so-called OYAPs (Outstanding Young American Pianists) who from
1940 onwards established themselves as strong and enduring competition to the European pianists who had dominated
American concert stages until that point. Katchen had been born into a Russian-Jewish family of immigrants in the state
of New Jersey and made his début aged only 10 with Mozart’s D minor Concerto. In the following year he was invited by
Eugene Ormandy to take part in a concert with the Philadelphia Orchestra as the youngest ever soloist in the history of
that orchestra. A year after that he gave his solo début
in New York. In 1946 Katchen moved to Paris, becoming one of the most active American musical ambassadors in
Europe. His extensive discography, at whose centre are the complete piano works of Brahms, shows him to be a
sophisticated virtuoso of the new type, for whom pianistic brilliance was no raison d’être as such, but instead served a
deep intellectual and emotional penetration of the music.
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Edinburgh Quartet
Tristan Gurney [violin]
Gordon Bragg [violin]
Jessica Beeston [viola]
Mark Bailey [cello]

Postcard from Nalchik
HAYDN: String Quartet in E flat major ‘The Joke’, Op. 33 No. 2
PROKOFIEV: String Quartet No. 2 in F major, Op. 92
SHOSTAKOVICH: String Quartet No. 8 in C minor, Op. 110
Edinburgh Quartet

The Edinburgh Quartet, Delphian regulars for nearly a decade in 20th- and 21st-century music, showcase their recent
changes of personnel by delving further into chamber music’s glorious past. Here, two of the quartet repertoire’s most
familiar – and challenging – works are linked by the less commonly programmed, but equally virtuosic, Second Quartet of
Prokofiev, which shows a Russian composer writing home from the geographical margins, just as 150 years earlier
Haydn had looked outwards, to the Grand Duchess Maria Feodorovna of Russia and her husband the future Tsar, to
whom the Op. 33 set was dedicated. If the Prokofiev displays all of the new line-up’s corporate and individual dynamic
nuance in its energy and folk-inflected vigour, Shostakovich demands – and receives – total expressive commitment in a
work which, the composer darkly suggested to a friend, was written in his own memory.

DCD34091 Crawford
IRR Outstanding

Recent praise for the Edinburgh Quartet:
"fiercely dramatic yet limpid performances" The Scotsman, October 2013

"Dedicated performances by the Edinburgh Quartet … a worthwhile release" Gramophone, February 2012
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Rundfunk-Sinfonieorchester Berlin
Marek Janowski [conductor]

Hans Werner HENZE: Symphonies 2 & 10
2. Sinfonie for large orchestra, Sinfonia N. 10 for large orchestra
Rundfunk-Sinfonieorchester Berlin 
Marek Janowski

To mark Marek Janowski's 75th birthday in February 2014, the eagerly awaited complete recording of Hans Werner
Henze's symphonies has now been finalised with Symphonies Nos. 2 and 10. Another birthday present is the special
distinction recently awarded by the German Record Critics’ Award: “In 2014, the extremely versatile conductor Marek
Janowski will receive an honorary award for his Wagner and Henze recordings, among others: an educator of orchestras
by grace, an uncompromising fighter for quality.”
In 1949 Henze received a commission from the South German Radio for his Second Symphony, which was premiered in
Stuttgart in the very same year. It was his first large-scale 12-tone composition. The composer later referred to the work
as a kind of “winter music, grey and sombre. One might think that the experiences of the war had begun to press for a
response in my music.”
In 1997, immediately after the premiere of 'Sinfonia N. 9', the great Swiss patron Paul Sacher approached Henze and
said he should immediately undertake a Tenth, “to counter the old superstition that it is a composer’s ninth and tenth
symphonies that pose the greatest threat to his mental and physical well-being” (according to Henze). Indeed, it seems
as if Henze’s Tenth
was a liberation – from Beethoven as a model, but also from the dark, suffering tone of lamentation in the previous Ninth
– a tone with which Henze, as he specifically stated, did not want his symphonic writing to come to an end. More than 50
years separate Henze’s Second Symphony and his Tenth, which was to be his last.

Also available:
WER6721-2 Symphonies 7 & 8 
"No 8 is the most beguiling and immediately appealing, beautifully written for the orchestra and luminous in
tone…Janowski’s performance catches fire in the central movements” Guy Rickards, Gramophone, December 2008
WER6722-2 Sinfonia N. 9 
WER6723-2 Symphonies 3 - 5 
"Janowski's performances are vivid and immediate, and make the old Deutsche Grammophon recordings, conducted by
the composer, sound pallid in comparison" Andrew Clements, The Guardian
WER6724-2 Symphonies 1 & 6
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GrauSchumacher Piano Duo
Schlagquartett Köln
Paulo Álvares [keyboard]

Peter EOTVOS: Kosmos
Sonata per sei, Psalm 151, Kosmos
GrauSchumacher Piano Duo
Schlagquartett Köln
Paulo Álvares

To celebrate his 70th birthday on 2nd January WERGO releases the CD 'Kosmos' with chamber music for piano and
percussion by Peter Eötvös. 
A love of Bartók’s music first appears in the piano piece 'Kosmos' and the title refers to Bartók’s famous piano cycle
'Mikrokosmos'. However, the work also bears the title 'Kosmos' because Yuri Gagarin’s famous space flight was about to
take place when it was written in March 1961. Eötvös was then only 17 years old and Gagarin excited the young
composer’s imagination. For the 125th anniversary of Bartók’s birth in 2006, Eötvös wrote a piano concerto in which he
further developed Bartók’s ideas and thought processes. The concerto is entitled 'CAP-KO', an acronym for Concerto for
Acoustic Piano, Keyboard, and Orchestra. The piano resources are extended by use of a computer, which adds further
sounds to those being played – a revolutionary technology that Eötvös wants to be understood as a symbol of Bartók’s
pioneering spirit. The concerto centres on the famous Bartók cascades of octaves and sixths. Eötvös has twice
re-arranged 'CAP-KO' for other instrumentations, in this case as 'Sonata per sei' for two pianos, three percussionists and
sampler keyboard.
Another musician Eötvös has always admired is Frank Zappa. When Zappa died in 1993 at the young age of 42, Eötvös
responded with grief and anger. He said, “In connection with Zappa’s premature and meaningless death, one really
cannot praise God, but must protest.” He composed a piece that gives expression to this protest. Since the 150 psalms in
the Bible do not deal with protest, the piece became Psalm 151: “This is the one that is not in the Bible.”
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Geza Anda [piano]
RIAS-Sinfonie Orchester, Berlin  
Ferenc Fricsay

BARTOK: Two Portraits Op. 5, Piano Concerto No. 2
Dance Suite, Divertimento for String Orchestra 

Geza Anda
Ferenc Fricsay

A reconstitution of the fabulous Bartók concert given by Ferenc Fricsay and his orchestra, Paris, Théâtre des
Champs-Elysées, May 25th, 1952. 
This original programme juxtaposes a truly original piece for violin and orchestra, the First Portrait (1907-8); the most
authentic and virtuoso 'Dance suite' on record; the first performance of Piano Concerto No.2 by Geza Anda and the
fantastic climax of the Divertimento, marked by this memorable conductor's sense of giocoso. A worthy homage to
Fricsay for his centenary.  
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Barbara Hendricks [soprano]
Swedish Chamber Ensemble 
Love Derwinger [piano]

Gabriel FAURE, Maurice RAVEL:  Mélodies

Barbara Hendricks
Love Derwinger

Mélodies: Clair de Lune op. 46/2, Splenn op. 51/3, Mandoline op. 58/1, En sourdine op. 58/2, 
Green op. 58/3, C’est l’extase op. 58/5, La bonne chanson op. 61 (voice, string quartet and piano)
RAVEL: Trois Poèmes de Stéphane Mallarmé (voice, 2 flutes, 2 clarinets, string quartet and piano), 
Chansons madécasses op. 78 (voice, flute, cello and piano)

Six songs by Fauré, on texts of Verlaine, open this new recital from Barbara Hendricks: from 'Clair de Lune' to 'C’est
l’extase', all describe the feelings of love in a tender, cosseted atmosphere. Fauré delved again into the poetry of
Verlaine to compose 'La bonne chanson', originally written for voice and piano, but then with added string quartet.
Barbara continues with the 'Trois Poèmes de Stéphane Mallarmé' (a favourite poet of Ravel) the texts of which were also
set to music by Debussy at more or less the same time. The voice is accompanied by a chamber music group borrowed
from Schoenberg, rather like a miniature orchestra, and one affording an infinite palette of instrumental colour. Finally,
the programme concludes with the 'Chansons madécasses' (Songs from Madagascar) for voice and chamber group that
is a call to exoticism. The three songs in this cycle take us from heady eroticism to a virulent denunciation of colonialism;
a work of commitment, as well as his finest work in the genre.
For more than 40 years Barbara Hendricks has performed these French songs on the world’s leading concert platforms.
From her first contact with the repertoire during a master class in Aspen in 1968, the songs of Fauré, then of Ravel, have
been added to her rich soprano repertory. Accompanied by the finest Swedish instrumentalists, she presents a varied,
colourful panorama of song with chamber ensemble.
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Florian Billot [piano]

Paris 1884-1959

Florian Billot

FRANCK: Prélude, Choral & Fugue
RAVEL: Pavane pour une enfante défunte
DEBUSSY: L'isle joyeuse
DUTILLEUX: Sonate pour piano
POULENC: Improvisation No. 15 'Hommage à Edith Piaf'

With 'Paris 1884-1959', his first record with Aparté, Florian Billot gives us the soul of a city of which he is the pure musical
result: he studied with Michel Béroff at the great institution common to almost all composers on this CD, the
Conservatoire de Paris, from 2002. From the romanticism of Franck, to the enlightening appeal to sensuality of Debussy, 
through the clear writting of Henri Dutilleux's 'Sonate', Florian Billot leads us to French musical treasure. 'Pavane pour
une infante défunte' and 'Improvisation n°15, Hommage à Edith Piaf' by Francis Poulenc, end the disc with a heartfelt
hommage from one of the Six to his friend. Florian Billot offers a subtle and comforting musical interpretation, highlighting
the colours of Parisian life in the early 20th century.
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Christophe Coin [cello]
Petr Skalka, Felix Knecht [cello]
Markus Hünninger [harpsichord]

BERTEAU: Sonatas & airs for violoncello

Christophe Coin

Sonata V (E flat major), Sonata I (D major), Sixième Ecercice (G major): Allegro
Sonata III (G major), Trio (Sonata VI, E minor), Vivace from Sonata VIII (A minor)
Airs Amoroso, Sonata IV (F major)

Whatever composer, period or style Christophe Coin turns his attention to, it is certain to be full of interest and musicality.
Such is the case with a new recording from the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis – where Coin teaches – whose focus is one
of the founding fathers of modern cello playing, the Frenchman active in the middle of the 18th century, Martin Berteau.
Known both for training many of the important cellists from later in that century and for introducing technical innovations
which extended the instrument’s range and expressiveness, Berteau’s composing voice has been very little known (some
of his compositions also being confused with those by others).
An ideal candidate, therefore, for a thorough-going reappraisal from a musician as talented as Christophe Coin (who, like
the composer, played the viola da gamba before turning to the cello), with the help of two of his own former cello
students in Petr Skalka and Felix Knecht. Cello Sonatas and Airs make up this programme – including one sonata in
which all three cellists take part. The three of them play on instruments from the epoch, whilst Markus Hünninger
provides harpsichord accompaniment.
In the accompanying booklet essay for this new release (issued by Glossa as part of its ongoing relationship with the
SCB), Thomas Drescher traces the lifespan of Martin Berteau, an overlooked compositional figure who leads us back to
the roots of an important instrument of our musical culture.
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Amandine Savary [piano]

J.S. BACH: Toccatas 
BWV910-916
Amandine Savary

Composed during Bach’s early years as a composer, these Toccatas are written in the Stylus Phantasticus, inherited
from the great Buxtehude. Free-flowing, virtuoso, fresh, they form a ‘false’ album collated after the composer’s death,
and are unjustly among the least known works of the master of Weimar. For her first solo disc, the pianist Amandine
Savary gives a perfect performance of these masterpieces of sensitivity.

The French pianist Amandine Savary was awarded a scholarship to enter the Royal Academy of Music in London,
obtaining her BMus diploma with honours in 2007. She has received exceptional exposure in the UK as a winner of the
Tillett Trust Young Artists’ Platform Scheme 2006, Young Concert Artists Series as well as the Park Lane Group Young
Artists Series in 2008. 
As a recitalist and chamber music player, she has performed in major concert halls such as the Purcell Room, Wigmore
Hall, Bozar, Flagey and the Royal Palace (Brussels), Radio France, Auditorium du Louvre (Paris), Palacio de Festivales
(Spain), Kaufmann Hall (New York), Izumi Hall in Osaka, Fumin Alti Hall in Kyoto, Suntory Hall in Tokyo (Japan), Alte
Oper (Frankfurt), Opéra Garnier (Monaco), the Concertgebouw, Amsterdam…
Amandine Savary has a passion for chamber music and is a founding member of the Dali Piano Trio (with Jack Liebeck,
violin, and Christian&#8208;Pierre La Marca, cello). The trio was in residence at the Queen Elisabeth College in Belgium
and received tuition from the Artemis Quartet and from Menahem Pressler of the Beaux-Arts Trio. With the other
members of the Trio she was a fellow of the Royal Academy of Music between 2008 and 2010 and is now an Associate
of that institution. This is her first solo recording.

“Make no mistake, this was wholly remarkable. In a week of adventurous recitals at Wigmore Hall by young pianists, this
was undoubtedly the plum...From first note to last, Amandine Savary, from France, produced a recital of such patrician
elegance and finesse that it would have been a cause for celebration under any circumstances.” Wigmore Hall debut, 10
January 2009 - Douglas Cooksey, www.classicalsource.com 

CONCERTS:
25 April - 5 May 2014 Oxford Music Festival, with Alfred Brendel & Trio Dali
7-9 May 2014 Canterbury Soundsnew Festival, Recital
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Jan De Winne [traverso]
Emmanuel Balssa [cello]
Marcel Ponseele [oboe]

CPE BACH: Concertos for various instruments

Il Gardellino

Concerto for flute solo, strings & bc D major, Wq 13 (H.482/1)
Concerto for violoncello solo, strings & bc A minor, Wq 170 (H.432)
Concerto for oboe solo, strings & bc B-flat major, Wq 164 (H.466)

Numerous interesting publications were issued on the occasion of the 200th anniversary of the death of Carl Philipp
Emanuel Bach. The biggest surprise, however, came 13 years later in 2001, when the archive of the Berlin
Sing-Akademie was rediscovered in Kiev and sent back to the Berlin State Library. A large number of works of CPE Bach
were found there; it was finally possible to make an inventory list of all the musical treasures contained in this collection.
The Concerto in D minor for transverse flute and orchestra, the existence of which was known but of which no
manuscript was available, is one of the many works that enriched the concert repertoire from that time onwards. And
now, over a decade later, Bach’s 300th birthday offers one more occasion to highlight his genius with
new insights.

ALSO AVAILABLE BY IL GARDELLINO ON ACCENT:
ACC24166 Graun, Concerti
ACC24252 Fasch, Concertos
ACC24262 Janitsch, Berliner Quartette
“Well performed and recorded” BBC Music Magazine – September 2013, Perf (4/5) **** Rec (5/5) *****
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Leila Schayegh [violin by Andrea Guarneri
1675]
Jörg Halubek [harpsichord & tangent piano]
German Harpsichord after Mietke by Matthias
Griewisch (Heidelberg)
two keyboards, range: G - e3; 8’, 8’, 4’

CPE BACH: Works for Keyboard and Violin

Leila Schayegh

Sonata for Violin & Piano in B minor Wq 76 (continuo realisation: Johannes Brahms)
Arioso per il Cembalo e Violino in A major H.535 
Clavier-Fantasie mit Begleitung einer Violine in F# minor H.536 
Sonata à Cembalo Obligato e Violino in D major H.502
Sonata in C minor for Violin & Piano Wq 78 (continuo realisation: Johannes Brahms)

When people spoke of the "great Bach" during the 18th century, they were not referring to Johann Sebastian but to his
son, Carl Philipp Emanuel. He was one of the chief representatives of the Empfindsamer Stil (Sensitive Style) and was in
the service of Frederick the Great as a harpsichordist and chamber musician for over 30 years before his appointment as
municipal director of music in Hamburg. Contemporaries regarded Bach as a "genius of originality": his tendency to find
unusual solutions and surprising turns of phrase made his music a genuine roller-coaster of moods and effects. He
combines intellect with passion, popular writing techniques with a sovereign mastery of form. 

Leila Schayegh and Jörg Halubek, two first-class interpreters, have embarked here upon a voyage of discovery through
C. P. E. Bach's works for violin and keyboard instruments. The Swiss baroque violinist is distinguished by her round,
singing tone, and her technique seems boundless. She has been a professor at the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis since
2010 as the successor to Chiara Banchini. Jörg Halubek reveals himself to be a highly sensitive accompanist and
musical partner on an equal footing at the harpsichord and the tangent piano. As a special rarity, they have recorded two
sonatas in the continuo realisation by Johannes Brahms – a special greeting on the 300th birthday of  CPE Bach in the
year 2014!
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Margret Köll [arpa doppia]
Eric Kleinmann 2007, after the Barberini Harp,
Rome, Museo degli Strumenti Musicali

L‘ arpa di Partenope
Harp Music from Early Baroque Naples
Margret Köll

TRABACI: Toccata Seconda, & Ligature per l´Arpa, Ancidetemi pur, per l´Arpa 
GESUALDO: Gagliarda del Principe di Venosa 
MAYONE: Toccata Prima, Ricercar sopra il Canto fermo di Constantio Festa, Partite sopra Fidele  
de MACQUE: Durezze, e ligature, Seconda Gagliarda, Seconde Stravaganze 
dell´ARPA: Io navigai un tempo 
da NOLA: Venga quel bel Narcisso 
de CABEZON: Romance 'Para quien crie yo cabellos', Tiento del Primer Tono, Differencias sobre la Pavana Italiana 
LAMBARDO: Toccata
de RIBAYAZ: Achas, Bacas, Ruggiero, Xacaras, Espanoletas 

During the Spanish foreign dominance over the kingdom of Naples in the 16th and 17th centuries, lively musical and
cultural relationships were forged between Naples and Spain and the city at the foot of Vesuvius could count itself as a
European cultural centre on an equal footing to London and Paris.
A Neapolitan delegation of virtuoso musicians and singers was invited to participate in the marriage celebrations of Philip
II in Madrid (1543), among them the harpist Gian Leonardo, the 'new Orpheus' of this era. These musicians were
members of the capella reale, the orchestra of the royal court of Naples. The first maestri di capella were Spaniards
followed by Jean de Macque who was later joined by his pupils Giovanni Maria Trabaci und Ascanio Mayone. In the
capella reale, harpists also found regular employment.
The musicians performed at the major musical focal points in Naples, primarily in the following locations: Palazzo Reale,
the Gesualdo family home, Chiesa S. Annunziata, Oratorio di S. Filippo Neri and Tesoro di San Gennaro. The
photographer and filmmaker Armin Linke documented these locations in beautiful photographs which appear in the cd
booklet], during a trip to Naples in December 2012. 
As a specialist in historical harp Margret Köll plays as soloist and as a continuo player in various ensembles:
Il Giardino Armonico, Accademia Bizantina (Ottavio Dantone), Europa Galante (Fabio Biondi). She has performed
chamber music with Luca Pianca, Enrico Onofri, Dimitri Sinkovsky, Riccardo Minasi and Vittorio Ghielmi including on the
promotional tour for the CD 'Maria Malibran' with Cecilia Bartoli, and the CD and promotional tour of 'Lettere Amorose'
with Magdalena Kozena. 
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Olivia Vermeulen [mezzo-soprano]
Harmonie Universelle
Florian Deuter [direction]

Giovanni Domenico FERRANDINI: Cantate Drammatiche

Olivia Vermeulen
Harmonie Universelle
Florian Deuter

Giovanni Domenico Ferrandini (1709-1791) came to the Munich Court with his father already in 1722; initially active there
as an oboist, he was appointed Kammer-Compositore by Elector Karl Albrecht in 1732 before being named Director of
Chamber Music and appointed to the Electoral Council in 1737. As a contemporary of far better-known masters such as
Galuppi, Pergolesi and Gluck, he developed his very own variant of the gallant style: highly expressive, with a dense
string sound, idiosyncratic in its melody and rhythm whilst remaining extremely sensitively written for the singers. This is
no wonder, for Ferrandini enjoyed international fame as a vocal pedagogue, counting such luminaries as the tenor Anton
Raff (the first Idomeneo in Mozart's opera of the same name) amongst his pupils.
It is especially his secular cantatas that provide eloquent testimony to Ferrandini's vocal art. The mezzo soprano Olivia
Vermeulen and Harmonie Universelle under Florian Deuter introduce here three cantatas from a volume of six 'Cantate
con Istromenti' for soprano, strings and basso continuo that has been preserved in a particularly beautiful copy in the
Dresden State Library. The fact that his passion cantata 'Il pianto di Maria' was long considered a work of Handel’s
provides proof of the quality of Ferrandini's music.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
ACC24281 CORELLIMANIA, CONCERTI GROSSI by Corelli, Mossi, Locatelli, Geminiani, Vivaldi
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Emma Kirkby [soprano]
Tim Mead [countertenor]
Hans Jörg Mammel [tenor]
Markus Simon [bass]
Musica Franconia Festival Choir
La Banda/Wolfgang Riedelbauch

John Christopher SMITH: The Seasons

Emma Kirkby
Tim Mead
Hans Jörg Mammel
Markus Simon

60 years before Joseph Haydn, the German composer John Christopher Smith wrote an oratorio about the seasons, also
based on the epic poem 'The Seasons' by the  Scottish poet James Thomson. Smith was born in 1712 in Ansbach as
Johann Christoph Schmidt and emigrated with his parents to London, for his father worked as a manager and copyist for
George Frederic Handel. Young Smith received his first instruction from the master personally and later became Handel's
closest working associate. He helped Handel with his composing and, when his mentor became blind, he directed
performances of his oratorios. Smith himself was also a recognised composer who was "highly appreciated by many of
the 'first heads' in the Kingdom", as the English music scholar Charles Burney reported.
His oratorio about the seasons is an imaginative tone painting in a style which extends beyond the baroque, already
introducing elements of the Empfindsamer Stil (Sensitive Style). In particular, Smith's colourful representations of nature
– ranging from birdsong and the undulations of the forest to icy winter storms – are successfully realised. They show that
he was far more than just Handel's assistant.
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St. Florianer Sängerknaben
Ars Antiqua Austria
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MUFFAT: Missa in labore requies
for 24 voices: 2 vocal, 3 instrumental choirs and basso continuo
St. Florian Boys Choir
Ars Antiqua Austria
Gunar Letzbor

Gunar Letzbor and his ensemble Ars Antiqua Austria are proven specialists for Austrian baroque music. During recent
years, they have rediscovered, performed and recorded polychoral Festive Masses by Weichlein, Ramhaufsky and
Hochreither and thus Georg Muffat's magnificent 'Missa in labore requies' is a logical choice of repertoire. This work is
the only surviving church music by Georg Muffat and is overwhelming in sonic impact and profundity but also a richness
of melodic invention. In its polychoral design, the work is in the tradition of Salzburg Festive Masses, reflecting in their
extraordinary musical opulence, the almost boundless material wealth of the prince bishops who commissioned them. 
For the recording, Gurk Cathedral proved to be an ideal location, allowing the spatial effects of five choirs to be
impressively reproduced. The two vocal choirs can be heard to the right and left of the imaginary middle axis, as are the
string and wind choirs, whilst the trumpet choir sounds forth majestically from an elevated position in the centre. In this
way, one can comprehend why this monumental work represents the pinnacle of the genre, perhaps comparable only to
Biber's 'Missa Salisburgensis'.
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Doron Schleifer [canto primo]
David Feldman [canto secondo]
Dino Lüthy [alto]
Dan Dunkelblum [tenore]
Elam Rotem [basso]

Elam ROTEM: Joseph & his brethren
Rappresentatione di Giuseppe e i suoi fratelli
Musical drama in three acts in Biblical Hebrew,  composed in the spirit of the
early operas
Profeti della Quinta

Using the musical language and context of the revolutionary musical dramas by Cavalieri, Caccini and Monteverdi, Elam
Rotem's piece tells the story of Joseph and his brethren: one of the most touching stories of the Old Testament. The
drama was composed by Rotem especially for his ensemble Profeti della Quinta, and is set for five voices, instruments
and basso-continuo. The text is taken directly from the book of Genesis, sung in its original Hebrew (the booklet contains
translations in English, French and German).  
As written in the preface to Emilio de Cavalieri's 'Rappresentatione di Anima e di Corpo' (1600, Rome), the aim of music
is to move the feelings of the listeners: "mercy and happiness, crying and laughter". The 'Rappresentatione di Giuseppe
e i suoi Fratelli' follows this ideal,  aiming to stir the emotions of the listeners, even the doubtful ones. 
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BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE AWARDS FINALISTS: 
Concerto
harmonia mundi HMC902146 
Bartók Violin Concertos Nos 1 & 2
Isabelle Faust (violin); Swedish Radio Symphony Orchestra/Daniel Harding

Concerto
Myrios Classics MYR 010 (SACD)  
Hindemith Complete Viola Works, Vol. 1
Der Schwanendreher; Trauermusik; Kammermusik No. 5; Konzertmusik, Op. 48a
Tabea Zimmermann (viola); Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin/Hans Graf

Instrumental
harmonia mundi HMU907591/92 (2)
Bach The English Suites: Nos. 1-6
Richard Egarr (harpsichord)

Vocal
harmonia mundi HMC902134  
Eisler Ernste Gesänge; other Lieder
Matthias Goerne (baritone), Thomas Larcher (piano); Ensemble Resonanz

Opera
Signum Classics SIGCD348 (2)
Britten Peter Grimes
Alan Oke (tenor), Giselle Allen (soprano), David Kempster (baritone), Alexanra Hutton 
(soprano), Charmian Bedford (soprano), Robert Murray (tenor), Henry Waddington (bass), 
Catherine Wyn-Rogers (contralto), Christopher Gillett (tenor), Charles Rice (baritone), 
Stephen Richardson (bass-baritone); Chorus of Opera North; Chorus of Guildhall School of 
Music & Drama; Britten-Pears Orchestra/Steuart Bedford

Choral
Winged Lion/Signum SIGCD 340 (2)
Britten War Requiem
Susan Gritton, John Mark Ainsley, Christopher Maltman; 
Wroclaw Phil Choir; Gabrieli Young Singers Scheme; New College Choir trebles;
Gabrieli Consort & Players/Paul McCreesh

Chamber
Glossa GCD 920414  
Couperin Pièces de violes avec la basse chiffrée: 
Suites Nos 1 & 2 for viola de gamba and continuo; Les Goûts réunis: 
Concerts Nos 2 & 3 for two violas da gamba; Plainte
Paolo Pandolfo, Amélie Chemin (viola de gamba), 
Thomas Boysen (theorbo and Baroque guitar), Markus Hünninger (harpsichord)

Chamber
Onyx ONYX 4096 
Franck & Strauss
Richard Strauss Violin Sonata in E flat, Op. 18; 
‘Auf stillem Waldespfad’ (arr. Jascha Heifetz)
Franck Violin Sonata in A major; Mélancolie; Prélude, fugue & variations in B-flat minor
Augustin Dumay (violin), Louis Lortie (piano) 
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